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mile Oregon l3oard of Higher Education, at its January
I meeting, approved a revision of its existing budgeting

procedure. The revision was the result of nearly two years'

work on the part of representatives of Oregon state institu-
tions and the staff of the Office of Administration of the
Oregon Department of Higher Education, who considered
the revision of methods by whieh biennial budget requests
and annual operating Vudgets of the department aro devel-

opetl. The effort was undertaken because of deep), held
concern about both the adequacy of the resources pro-
vided and the equity of the distribution of the available
funds to the several institutions.

In requesting and allocating funds under traditional
policies, the universities, colleges, and the Oregon Institute
of Technology received "fixed" amounts for general ad-
ministration and for physical plant operation and main-
tenance. These allocations were based on a seT-.es of

specific decisions over the years. Changes were individually
justified and determined. For the "variable" or student-

related costs (instruction, libraries, student services), allo-
cations were based on enrollment estimates by level of
student. The amount allocated for each full-time equiva-
lent upper-division student was 125 percent of that for
each lower-division student and the amount for eakt grad-
uate student was twice that for a lower-division student.

This somewhat oversimplified version of the allocation
process is sufficient to identify four major elements of
concern:

1. There is no external standard against which to meas-

ure the adequacy of the funds provided.

2. Administrators at institutions with a large proportion
of part-time students believe that the reliance on "full-time
equivalent students" as the basis for budget allocations
may underestimate the costs that should be incurred in
serving part-time students.
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3Administrators at institutions with hOgher
age proportion; of lower-division or graduate students
Question the allocation judgment that ratios of LOG
(lower-division), 1.25 (upper-dRvision), and 2.00 (grad-
nate) reflect co3t differences realistically.

4. Some administrators question whether "average"
funding adequately reflects the costs of the enix of aca-
demie prop arus at.partieular institutions.

I. The Inforniation Problem
Budgeting for higher education i5 complerg because the

institutions engage in an array of activities which are not_
performed in precisely the same way Oil aay two campuses.

There ar 2. even differences in the way two dasses that are
nominally the same are taught vin a single campus. There

Pre fundamental disagreements about the purposes of
higher education and a dearth of objective measures of
workloads, outcomes, end products that characterize insti-

tutional activity.
Many measures are used: student credit hours, degrees

awarded, faculty contact hours, percentage of classroom
utilization, student-teacher ratios, and Many more. But
there is little agreement on definitims or the meaning of
the calculations based on the measures. Student-teacher
ratios (such as fifteen =dents to one professor) are some-
times used to argue for a higher ratio 4reduced staffing) or

a lower ratio (increased staffing) on the assumption that
the student-teacher ratio affects the quality of instruction.
However, there is disagreement about that asSumption and

there is no objectively established ratio that is accepted
both by the academic community and the external agencies
that review institution budgets. Similarly, although there

h a widely-held consensus about what constitutes a stu-
Jent credit hour, there is no universally-agreed objective
definition of this unit of workload measurement,
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Roil; critics and friends of higher education havo ex-
plored the tack of reliable measures of productivity. Much
effort has been and is being invested in responding to the
calls for "accountability." One response was the establish-
ment in 1968 by the Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education (WICHE) of a "Management Informa-
tion Systems" project to seek agreement among the mem-
ber states on data definitions and other measurement
standards that might facilitate interinstitutional compari-
sons. The WICHE effort has since become the National
Center for Higher Educatinn Management Systems
(NCHEMS ), which is funded primarily by contract with
the National Institute of Education and by foundation
gra

NCHEMS ha.5 produced sziveral useful tools in the effort
to improve fiscal management of( higher education, includ-
ing a Data Element Dictionary that reduces some of the
ambiguities of definition. developments are a Pro-
gram Classification Structure that emphasizes the need for
more 'consistent allocation of expenditures to carefully
defined Nograin categolies, and a procedure for analysis
of faculty activities to permit more accurate allocation of

salaries to programs. There is also a Resource
Requirements Prediction Model (computerized) that facil-
itates budget estimates based on a series of assumptions
about program changes, enrollment changes, changes in
student-teacher ratios, and others.

B. in ferinsli stionalExichang madam

A significant current developmem of NCHEMS is the
Informatinn Exchange Program (TEE') which is based on
the foregoing models, adapted to produce information
about program cosits inea:Jorruat thatt facilitates compari-
ons of costs by functi6n and by discipline within the

instruction function. More than 300 institutions ale in
varying siagea of implementing the IEP. The effort a:-
quires changes in accounting and reporting systems that
cannot be nccomplished quickly. The IEP has been applied
to the 1974-75 budgets lor the Oregon colleges and uni-
versities, and Oregon Institute ol Technology. There are
scime apparent discrepancies in the data reported but these
are expected to be corrected in the 1975-76 and sub-

quent TEP analyses, Oregon's coMmunity colleges are
eso preparing to implement the MP.

The real budget-making benefit of the IEP exercise
should be experienced when there Me enough other in-

stitutionS following the IEP procedures that we may select

those with characteristics similar to ours for "information
exchange," Then we will have an external basis of com-
parison which can be used in lieu of an absolute standard.

For the time being (that is in building the 1977.;79
budget request it is possible to approximate the IEP

Professional File

procedure by using the results of an IEP-like exchange
of data relating to the instruction function among several
state universities. These data are available for 4973-74.
Detailed information about teaching loads in ach aca-
demic discipline, by level of course and by level of student,
is available for a representative sample of these institutions.
The data exchange provides average salaries of ranked
faculty and average distributions of rank. These data
appear to provide an external comparison, which may
have some utility as a standard,

U. The Limits of 'Modeling-
It is often convenient to adopt mathematical statements

as a basis for describing human organizations and their
management processes. Making the statements in mathe-
matical terms sometimes facilitates understanding and

experi mentation.
Student-teacher ra (S-TR) such as 1:1 or 50:1

describe quite different educational organizations with a
common measure (Mark Hopkins, his log, and one stu-
dent vs. an overworked faculty in an underfunded institu-
don ). Such a mathematical formula tells only part of the

story, of cOurse, but it provides a beginning.

A. The Ilernents of a Model
Similarly, acres of campus per campus grounds main-

tenance employee, or library books per student dr degree
program, or percentage of laboratory utilization describe
other characteristics. When these are put together with

other workload and quality indicators, one can establish
mathematical formulas that can be uscd to develop a
budget that will fund an institution as defined by certain
criteria. For exarnple, the budget model could be si,nply
$x per f.&l term student. The budget model can be much
more complicated, including a series of measures and
associated unit costs_ indeed, equity among institutions
tends to require complication so that real differences .are

&red in the model_ There are differences in cost by
level of course or by level of student (graduate \vs. under-

Freeman Magner is vice chancellor far admin.
istration of the Oregon State System of Higher
Education, a position Ilse has held slnee 1969:,
He holds a E.A, degree front Concordia Co4tege
and has a master's degree in glublic administra-
tion from the University of Oregon. Hemet- hras
been nominated to serve as a member of the
blACUBO Costing Standards CommOitee for
1976-1977. the model descracci in irhis paper
is the product of a twenty-four person commkt-
tee, represenang eight lissiiraiii'ens in the Oregon
System of filigher Education. Stall assistance ta
the committee was provided by Keith L. Jack-
son, Davis E. Quenzer and Thomas L. Berkey.
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graduate). Research universities have obligations that may
not be characteristic of colleges.

There are three usual elements in a budget model: a
resource measurement, a workload measure, and a. dollar

standard. If we know how many credit hours of hwer
division Spanish are taught, how man credit hours of
lower division Spanish are taught by the avetrage teacher,
and what the average pay of Spanish teachers is (or should
be), it is no great mathematical trick to determine what
the budget for teaching lower division Spanish might be.

B. The Role of 'Judgment

It must be recoanized, however, that judament enters
each of these determinations. -Lower division

nish" sounds like an objectively described, measurable
ry of credit hours but certainly the credit hours are

not uniform. Even in the same class, students require
different amounts of instructional help. "Credit hours
taught by the average reactaer- is easily determined but the
model-maker has a wide range of choice in deciding what
universe to use in caleulating an average. The alternatives
include: lower division Spanish teachers; all Spanish
teachers; all modern language teachers at one institution;
at state system institutions; at public institutions. There
are others. The point is that the choice made at this point
will have a substantial impact on the effect of the model.
The same range Of choice would apply in picking an
average salary to include in a model.

A budget model appears Ito be objective. Clearly, how-

ever, its elements rest on ehoices from many alternathes
To the extent that the workload and resource measures
are representative of reality and the dollar atandard is

:truly a standard, the model will produce results that arc e;
helpful. There are two kinds of standards that alre pre-
ferred: an objective standard (that establishes on the basis
of scientific experimentation what ought to be a normal
rate of productivity and cost); and an external or compara-
tive standard (based on the productivity and costs
eharackristic of other similar institutions). A third,
historical, standard is often used but it assumes that an
institution's past Tateti of productivity and cost ought to be
maintained. That assumption is rarely valid, although it is
useful to a model-maker in the absence of an objective
or an external standard.

A model is a human construct. It can be changed easily
by substituting different components or standards, Using
'full-time equivalent students" in a budge model produces
a different result from using "head-count students." For
'particular functions, full-time or headcount or a combina-
tion (or some other maaaure) may be more representative,
The "standard" to be applicd in a model can be chmtged.
A- student-teacher ratio of 17 to I can be changed bY
competent authority to 15 tO 1 or 20 to 1. The basis for
such a change may be. intuition or adjustment to a pre-

determined budget limit, or, more appropriately, it will
result from an exhaustive analysis of essential or desirable
aharacteristics. A change may be warranted by a study of
the characteristics observed elsewhere. These observations
indicat: that a model represents a series of judgments, and
the qualaty, of those judgments determines the utility of the

model.

W. Spec- cations for a Resource
AliocationifAcquisition Model

The interinstitutional Committee on ,Resource
Allocation/Acquisition (CORA/A) spent some twenty
months reviewing the options available when constructing
a. budget model for Oregon colleges, universities, and the
Oreson Institute 'of Technology. The model described
below is, in large measure, a result of the committee's
deliberations.

Specifications may take many forms for the preparation
of requests for (and allocation of) the sums needed for
financing thc institutions in a state system of higher educa-
tion. The most time-honored set of specifications requires
detailed identification of each position, each item of
equipment, each item of supply, and any other object of
expenditure. In more recent years, there has been less
insistence on such "line-item- review and greater reliance
on a "cost-per-atudent" model. The "cost-per-student"
approach tends to give grear credence to current levels of
funding and. is -atudeut-driven," despitn the fact that sig-
nificant functions of a college or university are essential
to society brit are not directly related to dire number of
students on a campus. For example, the maintenance of
an adequate library is influenced only to a limited extent
by the number of students; it is more strongly affected lay

the number of disciphnes for which an. inatitutior is the

instructional and research agent.
In the Oregon State System of Higher Education

(OSSHE), each institution haa am dderent set of curricular
and research responsibilities and a different clientele. In
devising a basis for requesting OT allocating funds for the
institutions, a atethod is needed to identify the necessar7,
resources in ways whi0 equitably reflect differences in
institutional mission, institutional, sje, ,ipsthutional com-
plexity, and institutional location.

The Committee on ResOLITCC Af'trICation/Acquisition
concluded Mat reliance on a student-teachat ratio or a
cost-per-student basis as an exclusive measure for allo-
cating/acquiring gunda does not assure equity and' that a
line4rem budget neither assures equity nor permits the
administrative flexibility that is essential for a dynamic
institution, Accordi43y, CORA/A proposed that in allo-
eating/acquiring funds for OSSHE institutions, the sums
required should be determined separately for each of seven
functions: instruction, nonsponsoreel research, extension
and public services, libraries and museums (academic sup-

4



port), student scrvccs, operation and maintenance o
physical plant, and general institution support,

The specifications for a mathematical model for deter-

mining the sums required must thus call for the addifion
off the sums determined for each of seven -function" for-

mulas. One of the seven (extension and public service) ie

not readily susceptible of determination by formula; ac-
cordingly, extension and public service needs will be de-
termined on an essentially line-item basis. The remaining
six models are described below.

The In.irur1iarr Formida

By far, the largest proportion of the expenditures at in-

stitutions of the Oregon State System of Higher Education

is ted to the provision of instruction of students. The
very nature ot higher education assumes that each faculty

member is expected ro engage in scholarly activitic s. in

support of the teaching responsibility and such activity is

so treated in the -instruction- specification. Following are

seven separate elements'in the instruction specifications.

Instruction per se: the time of faculty members spent
in teaching and in preparing for teaching, in the classroom

or the laboratory, in the field, or as academic advisers to

students.

Coi'djnijnn o work of departmerg
and division chairmen, deans, and va ious other officers of

instruction.

Administrative and clerical support: nonacademic
personnel involved in provision of services in support of
the instruction activity, which would include typing and

business management,

Technica'l suppork nonacademic personnel providing
technieal assistance such as equipment maintenance and
construction and laboratory assistance.

Stan-development and in-service training: expenses of
enhancing the experience and knowledge of instruction
personnel, such as atiendance at workshops, seminars and

professional meetings.

Services and supplies: telephones, duplicating, mail-
ing, chemicals, specimens, computer services and other
supplies and services.

Otherueplacement and new equipment may be justi-
fied by separately established procedures; payroll assess-
ments and staff benefit costs will be determined as required

by budget instruytions.

The components of the model for iitruction and none
sponsored research may be expressed in the following

formulas.

1. Instruction per se,. Three- erm student creda hours

per (two-digit) HEGIS discipline and leve of course for
lower division rind upper &vision courses and by level of'

Professional File

graduate student (doctoral candidate: other postbaccaau-

reate) for courses taken.
Average student credit hours taught by the average FTE

facal.y member in the same categories in the infor ation

exchanged among selected public universities,'

Average annual salary of faculty members in each disci-

pline as calculated from the data exchange group plus in-
formation separately collected about average salaries for
graduate assisWnIs, modified for the colleges and the
Oregon Institute of Technology to reflect existing salary

differentials.

2. Instructional coordination. The funding of the a

rnic staff positions required for administration of de-
partments, divisions, schools and colleges is detcri-mined as

a sum proportional to the amount produced by the in-
structional faculty salary model. Ten percent is deemed
appropeiate,

3. Technical support This includes stores clerks, equip-
ment maintenanec personnel, etc.., to be determined as one

position for each ten faeutt!, members, funded at the salary'
of a Laboratory Technician 3 (-Step 2): $8,580. (In pre--
prim, 1977-1979 budget requests, updated salary rates,
will be used.)

4. Administrative and clerical snpprt. The allowance
is one FTE per five FTE faculty, funded at inc salary of a
Secretary 3 (Step 2). $6,396.

5. Staff development and in-service training. An allow-
ance is made that is equal to 2 percent of the instructional
faculty salary amount at the universities and 2.25 percent
of the salaries at the colleges and Oregon Institute of Tech-
nology. This differential is proposed to reflect differences

in the salary bases of the two groups.

6. Services and supplies. Although needs for services
and supplies tend to vary by discipline, the variances are

not highly significant in total. Consequently, it is proposed

to provide an allowance for services and suppliec cluat to
10 percent of the amount 'prmided for instructional sal-
aries. If -;lianges occyr at a rate different from that
applying to se/ vkes and supplies prices, a change in the
percentage allo vance is warranted.

7, Equipment. This is determined in accord with pro-
cedures involving replacement schedules and, individual
determination for items having a replacement cost in
excess of $1,000, The sum of thc equipment requests is
expected to equal 7 percent of the instruction equipment
inventory.

S. Summer sessions. This item should be separately
ermined.

h 197344 data by discipline and level of course or student will
be extrapolated according to 1975 data by discipline. Thc data pres-
ently used are from 'be University of Colorado, Indiana University,
University of Michigan, Michigan State University, University of
Missouri, Ohio State , Jniversity, and the University of Washington.
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9, threshold support. If necessary, a minimum levd of

support for the instruction function should be identified.

11 Nor:sponsored Research Formula
The model will provide i percent of the instruction

budget as a resource for the support of nonsponsored re-
search at the colleges and Oregon Institute of Technology.
For thc universities, a total percentage equal to that of the
"'General Fund" support of research at a representative
sample of universities will be used 4 percent).

C. Academic Support Formula (Libraries, Audio-
Vistud, Etc.)

The proposed formula is based in large measure on the
Washington Bud:get Analysis System for Libraries.2 The
Washington formula'is intended to provide a method for
determining a -threshold adequacy" for academic library
coicctions. The model for the academic support function

has the follov,ing elements:

A librare resolueces formula which takes into account
both enrollment ancf program factors,

A library staffing forrnu1a.

A minimum rate for acquisition amd a rnaxiinuwi rate

for deletion of lhook holdings.

A method for computing binding and o her opera-
tonal costs.

A formula to determine funding the audio-visual
services needs.

A method for determining museum support.

1. 'The library reso rce formula.
a. 85,000 volumes as a basic or as an opening

collectibn.
b: 100 volumes per FTE faculty.
c. 15 volumes per FTE student.
d. 350 volumes per bachelor or associate program.

(Only one allowance is permitted if both degrees are of-

fered in the same program.)
e. 6,000 volumes per master's program when no

doctorate is offered,.
3,000 volumes per master's program wihen a doc-

torate offered.
g. 25000ivnellumes per doctorate progra/m..

h. A minimum aevaisition rate of 5 percent of Ic
mula holdings, ale 5 percent of actual holdings, whichever

is greater.
i. A weecang oe de1' etlern actor of 2 percent p year

of actual holdings.
j. The cost allesvance per volume will be determined

by the chairman tsf the inkerinstitutional library council
based on averages of combined serials and book expendi-

tures in fiscal year 1974 adjusted for inflation. (For 1974-

'A system developed by an interin8titutional committee in the
state of Washington,

75 the numbers svould have been $18.45 for the univer-
es and $17.37 for the colleges.)-

Definitions of terms used in library resource formula.

Volume. A volume is a physical unit of any printed,

typewritten, handwritten, mimeographed, or processed
work contained in one binding or portiolio, hardbound or
/paperbound, which has been classified, catalogued and/or
otherwise prepared for use. Ilnehides bound periodical
volumes and government documents that have been classi-
fied and catalogued, counting as a volume such material as

is contained in binding or portfolio. One reel of microfilm

or five micro-cards or microfiche are reported as - volume.

Items not inOluded as a volume.

2 Government documents not meeting definition of a

volume.
College and university catalogues.

* Fragmentary or loose map collections.
Pamphlets, clippings, unbound newspapers, loose

music scores, paintings, prints, phonograph records, and

Y.ape recordings,
Educational curricular materials, such as school

texts, curriculum guides, kits and laboratory materials,
film strips, records, units of study, circulating periodical
collections for student teachers, book jackets, pictures, and

others which are not catalogued or accessed or otherwise

meet the definition of a volume.
Telephone books, trade catalogues and other ephem-

eral materials.

Items hacluded as a volume.

Prints or plates an portfolio.
Copies of theses which are retained.

O Material meeting the definition of a volume which is

housed in an archive, and educational reference material

or audio-visual reference books which meet the definition
of a volume but which happen to be housed in a curricular

laboratory or an audio-visual section,
Juvenile books if they are catalogued or accessed.

Bound volumes of newspapers.

ih faculty. Includes all academic personnel, exe,usive

of those employed in sponsored research or statewide pub-

lic services.
FTE student. The sthn of credit hours estimated to be

produced in fall, winter, and spring terms, divided by

forty-five.
Associate program. Those recognized in a listing of pro-

grams prepared by' the office of academic affairs. For alt
degree programs, the office of academic affairs will group
program-5, where appropriate, to avoid proliferation or
duplication of volumes .11 degree programs.

Biletteler program. Those recognized ira a listing of pro-

grOas prepared by the office of academic affairs.



ater's program. Those recognized in a listing of p
grams prepared by the office off academic affairs.

Doctorate program, Those recognized by the office of
academic affairs as requiring an individual library collec-
tion in the formula, after consultatcyn with the institution
and the chairman of the interinstitutional library council.

2. The staffing formula.
a. Sg K S + .5 M 2D

600
Sg Total staff generated includes administra-

tion, technical services and public services
personnel made up of faculty, classified,
and FTE student employees.

K The constant or minimum is ten staff
members (representing a minimum viable
staff for a library ).

S Four-term cumulative student headcount.3
M = Number of master's degree programs.
D Number of doctoral programs.

b. The following staffing ratio is used:
F (academic/faculty) C (classific S (stu-
dent) (Sg total staff)

F .25 Sg.

C .50 Sg.

S .25 Sg.

Sg Staff generated by formula.

The salary allocation for academic/faeulty staff will be
funded at an average salary based on the data exchanged
with theselccted public universities. -

The salary allocation for classified staff will be funded
at the second step of administrative assistant classification.

The salary allocation for student staff will be funded at
thc second step of the clerical assistant classification.

3. Binding formula. The binding budget is directly re-
fated to the acquisition budget. The budget for binding is
determined by multiplying the acquisition budget by 8.5
percent.

4. Services and supplies formuhi. The budget for general
services and supplies, including travel, will be 5 percent of
the acquisition, staffing, and binding budget.

5. Cooperative programs formula. For development,
implementation, and maintenance of cooperative pur-
chases, networks and systemwide computer development,
an allocation amounting to 1 percent of the systemwide
budget for libraries will be made available to the chairman
of the interinstitutional library council for allocation on
advice of the council.

'The sum of the number of students enrolled in each of four
consecutive academic quarters (fall, winter, spring, and summer).

6
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6. Other instructional gupport formula (such as audio-
visual, etc.) The budget allowance will be 2 percent of the
imstruetional budget as calculated by the instruction for-
mula.

7. Equipment. This will he determined in accord with
procedures involving replacement schedules and individual
determination for items having a replacement cost in ex-
cess of $1,000.

8. Museum support. Support for museums will be deter-
mined individually on a line-item basis.

The Student Services Model
This function includes:

Student administrative services
Admissions and records
Student information systems

Student financial aids administration
Placement (not including career planning)
Student personnel programs such as advising)
Foreign student programs
Programs for special populations
Student union support.

A special committee of student services officers devel-
oped data to ideatify 1974-75 expenditures and workloads
associated with the foregoing services. Analysis athe data
revealed such wide variations in the nature and scope of
the activities and costs at the several institutions that there
appeared to be no set of historical standards that could be
equitably applied. However, if the programs for student
union support are budgeted on a line-item basis, the expend-

'itures for the remaining student services fall into a three-
part pattern when measured against other expenditures.

The student services budget model includes:
1. Programs for special popuytions at 12 pe cent of

below.
2. Educational activities siipport on a stepped-formula

basis ($5 each for first 5,000 four-term cumulative head-
count students; $3 for next 1,000; and $1 thereafter

3. Support for other student services at 5.5 percent of
the instruction budget plus auxiliary activities operations
t less debt service ) multiplied by the ratio of four-term
cumulative headcount to four-terra FTE students.

The data exch-angi with selected public universities 1 or
1975-76 may provide a comparative (external) standard
for the function as a whole. At the same time a standard-

. -
ized set of budget accounts will permit comparisons among
Oregon colleges and universities:

E. The Operatirrn and Maintenance of Ike
Physical Plant Model

The model for the operation and maintenance of the
physical' plant is based principally upon the Washington
model. The model as proposed is designed to generate
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financial requirem nts including expenditures re-
covered through indirect cost credits. However, service
credits are to be considered as add-ons to the model-
generated requirements. The following components are in-
cluded in the model for operation and maintenance of the

vsical plant.
A formula allowance for building maintenance.
A formula allowance for plant rehabilitation and re-

.

modeling.
A formula allowance for janitorial services.
A formula allowance for grounds maintenance.
Separately negotiated institutional requirements for

campus security.
Separately negotiated institutional requirements for

utilities.
A formula allowance f"(

tribution systems.
A formula allowance for campus delivery service.
A formula allowance for the administration of

physical plant.
I. Building maintenance formula. The Wa hington

model requires the following information for building
rnaintenance:

Curi.ent replacement cost of each building.
Buildings classified into one of three types of con-

struction - wood-frame, masonry-wood, masonry._
The percentage of each building that is air-condi-

tioned.
The percentage of each building that is funded by the

education and general accounts.
Current replacement cost will be based upon the con-

troller's office building valuation reports. Office of facilities
planning staff will assist in determining the classification
by construction type and percentage of the building that is
air-conditioned. Fazilities planning staff will also deter-
mine the percentage of each building that is funded by the
education and general services accounts. The model gen-
erates budget allowances for regular building maintenance
plus a special allowance for air conditioning.

a. Replacement Lost of wood-frame buildings
.0175.

b. Replacement cost of masonry-wood buildings X
.0130.

c. Replacement cost of masonry buildings x .0110.
d. Allowance for air-conditioning is replacement

cost of building X percent air-conditioned X .0015.
2. Plant rehabilitation and remodeling formula. To fund

major rehabilitation and remodeling needs not met through
the building maintenance formula, an additional amount
should be pPovided for rehabilitation and remodeling proj-
ects, costing in excess of $2,500. Since major remodeling
appeals in the capital construction budget, a relatively
small amount is proposed here: 10 percent of the building
maintenance formula.

aintenance of utility dis-

3. Janitorial services folynulas. The Washington model
requires square footage for each building which would be
determined by office of facilities planning staff.

a. Staffing. The model allows 1.00 FTE for janitors
for each 20,000 square feet of buildings and 1.00 FTE for
window-washers for each 350,000 square feet. In addition,
ther, is a ,proposed allowance of .15 of the staff require-
ments for supervisory and leave requirements. The for-
mula-generated FTE is multiplied by the annual rate of a
Custodial Worker 2 at the second step of the pay range.

Sq. Ft. of Buildings X 1.15
20,000 Sq. Ft.

Sq. Ft. of Buildings X 1.15
350,000 Sq. Ft.

Full-time equivalent staff required (FTE)
FTE x Custodial Worker 2 annual salary (second step)

b. Supplies. An allowance for janitorial supplies is
calculated by multiplying $925 (1974-75 base adjusted for
futurereyears by an inflation factor) by the FTE staff re-

.

c. Equipment. This is determined in accord with
other procedures, involving replacement schedules and in-
dividual determination for items having a replacement cost
in excess of $1,000.

4. Geounds maintenance formulas. The Washington
model calls for the campus and grounds area to be classi-
fied into four categories and provides FTE allowances as
follows:

Category FTE Allowance
Very High Intensity 1.00 FTE for each 4 acres
High Intensity 1.00 FTE fol.- each 8 acres
Medium Intensity 1.00 FT'E for each 16 acres
Low Intensity 1.00 FTE for each 32 acres.

Office of facilities planning staff will assist in making the
determination as :to the number of acres in each category.

a. Staffing. The FTE allowances .generated by the
above formula will be multiplied by .15 for suprvisory
and leave requirements. The formula-generated FTE will
be multiplied by the annual -rate for a Groundskeeper 2 at
the second step in the range.

NOTE: Statistical tables depicting the seven elenents
in the instruction specificaiion described in this
paper are available from NACUBO on request. Write
to: Editor, Professional tile, NACUBO, One Dupont
Circle, Suite 510, Washington, D.C. 20036.



Acres of Very High Intensity X
4

Acres of High n sitY X 1.15

Acres of Medium Intensity

(4) Acres of

16

w Intensity .15

Full-time stall required (FTE)
FTE x 'Groundskeeper 2 annual salary at second
step = annual budget allowance.

b. Supplies. The model allows $2,000 per FTE
groundskccpci as a basis for supplies for grounds main-
tenance and proposes to have equipment generated by a
separate calculation.

c. Equipment. This is deterrnin xl in accord witn
other procedures, involving replacement schedules and in-
dividual determination for items having a replacement cost
in excess of $1,000.

5. Campus security. Allowances for campus security will
be separately calculated for each institution.

6. Utilities. Because of the uniqueness of institutional
utility facilities and the uncertainty of energy prices and
supply, separately calculated institutional allowances are
proposed for utilities and the operation of utility-gen-
erating facilities. It is proposed that the Washington allow-
ance for the maintenance of the utility distribution system
(10 percent of the building maintenance allowance) be
applied.

7. Campus delivery service formula, Campus delivery
servine allowances will be generated by a formula using
$20 (adjusted for inflation in future periods) per staff

headcount (academic, classified, student).
Staff headcount x $20 delivery service allowance-

8. Physical plant administration formula. An allowance
of 15 percent of formula-generated allowances (not in-
cluding utilities or campus security) is proposed for physi-
cal plant administration, including planning and stores
act vities.

F. The General institution Support Model
"General Institution Support" includes the executive

management, fiscal operations, personnel, logistical sup-:

port, and similar administrative services. It would be pref-
erable to have an external or absolute standard for the
function (or for its several component activities). It is ex-
pected that the data exchange for 1975-76 will begin to
provide some external data but there may be difficulty in
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identifying the workload components. Concurren ly, a
standardized' set of _budget accounts is to be 'developed
that would facilitate comparisons among Oregon state col-
leges and universities. The model for gene;z1 institution
support includes the following components:

A linc-item allocation to meet assessments by other
state agencies.

A two-part variable cost allocation based on dollars
expended and the average headcount of students and staff.

A basic level of funding fcr the colleges apd Oregon
Institute of Technology.

1. Assessments. Special assessments will be budgeted at
an estimated cost in accord with executive department in-
structions.

a. State restoration fund (self-insurance).
b. State purchasing.
c. Personnel Division.

2. A two-part variable costs formula. At least two fac-
tors affect general institution support expense the num-
ber of dollars expended and the number of persons served
or directed. The relative proportion of impact is unclear.
"Dollars expended" for this formula- includes all education
and general services, auxiliary activity, and operating ac-
count expenditurqs It should also include statewide serv-
ices until a reyised budget system for the statewide services
includes an appropriate charge for the "general institution
support" provided to them.

a. Sixty percent of the stm1 generated by the formula
should be based on the number of dollars expended (as
defined above).

b. Forty percent of the sum generated should be
based on the average four-term headcount of students and
staff.

3. Base funding for colleges and ()repo Institude of
Technology. This was initially established at $200,t300 per
year. It is anticipated that the data exchange will ulti-
mately provide an external comparison for the function tts
a whole.

W. Implementation of the Model
It is no small task to implement the collection of the

basic data and to subject the data to the computations
anticipated in the Resource Allocation/Acquisition Model
described above. That task, however, is neither the begin-
ning nor the end of the effort that is required. The begin-
ning is really the continuing development and validation of
specifications for the model; the end is in the determination
of how to apply the model to a particular set of fiscal, aca-
demif and political circumstanees.

A. Development and Validation of Model
Specifications

The work ,of CORA/A 'in achieving a substantial level
of current consensus about the specifications of a budget
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model is important but far from conclusive. The model

consists of many sepwate elements and standa:ds. The
choices that have been made are believed to be reasonable

and logical, given present levels of information availability

and of understanding of the ..-,2lationships among objec-

tives, workload, outcomes, and resource needs. It is certain

that availability of more relevant data and clearer under-
standing of input/output relationships will warrant change

in the model specifications.

B. Applying the Resource (wet n/ Aequiszt

Model (RA/ AM)

The change of budgeting from the present procedures to
reliance on a functional model of the type represented by

the RA/AM will raise numerous questions of fundamental
significance to the institutions of the state system.

I. Maintenance of flexibility of adminiso-ation. The
model proposes that the total budget of an institution be
requested on the basis of individual calculations relatinn to

each function and academic prog7afn However, the model

generates recommended sumsbased on a standard or aver-

age. At one institution at a particular time in its existence
it may be desired to emphasize library development, or to

improve student services, or to improve the quality of a
particular academic program. The use of a budget model
in no way should be permitted to bar the exercise of ad-
ministrative judgment (within the limits of law and board
policy) in the internal management of the institution. Each
institution is a dynamic entity. Its vitality and its distinctive

character would be destroyed reduced to lifeless medi-

ocrity were the institution to be required 'to expend
funds in precise relation to the elements in a static mathe-

matical model.

2. The model as a goal. It has long been observed that
expenditures in support of department of higher education
institutions are significantly below the average per-student

expenditures of similar institutions elsewhere. The

RA/AM 'indicates that such differences are substantial.

The determination of the state of Oregon to expand the
opportunities for postsecor, lary education in the 1960s is
to be applauded. Given the fiscal resources of the state, the

t. support given to institutions of the department of higher
education has been substantial.

Now the state looks forward to an extended period of

relatively stable enrollment a period- of managed equi-

ibrium. Such a period clearly offers the state the oppor-
tunity to establish the model as a goal. It is unlikely that
the resources of the state will permit achieving the goal in-

a single step but steady progress toward that end is a

reasonable objective.
3. Mahttenance of current levels of support. In propos-

ing a more sensitive allocation/acquisition "model,

CORA/A has been concerned lest implementatiori of the

model result in the increase of the funds made available to
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one institution at the expense of another. It is not antici-

pated that in the foreseeable future there could be a set of
circumstances in which such a result could occur. In im.

plementing the RA/AM it is intended that there be no
redaction in the financial resources available to any of the

institutions.

Avoidance of reductions in expenditure does not imply,

vever, that present proportional relationships amone
the institutions will remain 'unchanged. The formula may
indicate that one Or more institutions happen to be more
seriously underfunded Ora others. It is a matter of unanim-

ity in the CORA/A that relieving the distress of one
institution oueht not be achieved at the direct 'expense of

the others.

4. If the model is partially funded Fiscal resources of

the state may require that appropriations fund only a por-

tion of the amount warranted by the RA/AM. Should this
occur, it is intended that allocations by the board to the
institutions would be based on a principle of proportional,

ity. Example: Assume that Institution A is cuirently
funded at SO percent of the amount warranted by the
model and Institution 13 at 90 percent. To the extent per-

mitted by additional funding, both institutions would be

advanced but Institution A would increase (measured by
.percentlge) at twice the rate of Institution B. The process,

when applied to six or seven institutions, will be mathe-
matically more ,:omplicated than this simplified descrip-
tion suggests. However, eqnity in the allocation of funds
acquired as a result of the use of a model depends upon
establishment of this principle.

V. The Unfinished Business of CORA/A
This report has described a Resource Allocation/Acqui-

sition Model in positive terms. The model incorporates a
large number of specific recommendations on which
CORA/A's agreement is quite tentative. The various for-

mulas include a mix of comparative, historical, and quasi-

objective standards. The model is strongly believed to he

a significant improvement on the former set of 'budget

procedures (providing a more sophisticated reflection of
institutional differences). It is equally clear to the aim-
mitt= that the present mode; should be viewed as a viable

tool but also as one which is subject to significant improve..

ment. It is the intent l-hat CORA/A will continue.in exist-

ence as a focal po'ro for staff review of the adequacy and
propriety of the RA/AM and as the primary agent for
identifying the elements of the model most in need of addi-

tional analysis and development.

A. Further Av mid Development of
SpecificaLiona and Standerda

The following recitation of issues might be called a pre-
liminary agenda. It is indicative rather than exhaustive.



1. Replacement of the "historical" standads. The for-
mulas for the student services and genital institution sup-
port furiLliens a're based on presumed historical (actual)

-garidards. put -what is- is not necessarily "what otight to
be." CORA/A needs to continue to press in both these
functions for the development of either a comparative
(external) or an-objective standard.

2. Replacement of "line-item" elements in the model.
For a variety of reason% (and in the absence of identifiable
standards), the moOel assumes that some expenditures will
simply be proposed aft.er analysis of the individual budget

ms (such as salaries and supplies). Campus security,
utilities, and museums fall in this category. Although de-
velopment of formulas to apply to spelt elements 'of the
model is difficult, CORA/A ought to .continue to seek a-
less arbitrary approach to the budgeting for these activ-
ities.

3. Replaceuwnt of "dependent variables." Throughout
the model, there are formula elements and standards that
depend on quantities that arc previously determined' by
formula. Technical support of the instruction function, for
exampfr, is deemed to have a direct relationship to the
number of instructional faculty. This assumption. has some
basis in fact but it may be preferable to find a more direct
measure of the work to be performed by the technical sup-
port staff. It is necessary at this point only- to emphasize
that there are many dependent variables in the model and
CORA/A must seek to redefine the clernents and stan-

.

dards in the formulas for such act vities,
a

4. Vaiidation of the "conventions" used in applying the
model. In applying the model to the data, the board's staff
necessarily adopted a methodology in utilizing the data.
For example, the office of academic affairs has determined
a unit value of doctoral programs for purposes of deter-
mining library book allowances. CORA/A should review
the choices made. There are numerous other similar de-
cisions that the staff has made. These are,documented but
they also need thorough review and validation at least by
CORA/A, if not by the board.

5. Validation of data sources. CORA/A has been
deePly involved in identifying the data to be used in apply-
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ing the RA/AM. ft has 'agreed, for example, to the use of
the data provided as a result of the data exchanged among
selected public universities in determining the level of sup-

port for the instruction function. At some future,time, it
re-ly be more appropriate for the model to rely on data
produced by the 1EP from NCHEMS. Such decisions
should be recommended by or concurred in by CORA/A.

6. Development-of additional formulas.
al---Thennetions carried out at the University of Ore-

gon (VO) Health Sciences Center arc quite different from
those of the other institutions. Although there are apparent
similarities, CORA/A has not concluded that the RA/AM,
in its present form, could be applied at the UO'Health
Sciences Center,

b. The application of RA/AM to the_ Oregon Insti-
ti1h7 of Technology poses a number Of serious questions
that may require substantial modificatiori of the model.

c. When the education 6nd general accounts buclAtcts

are provided for in the model, it will he appropriate for
CORA/A to address the budgets for the statewide public
serviceS and, perhaps, for the auxiliary activities.

B. I pin-at of the 'Education Effect of ihe 211odel

The Resource Allocation/Acquisition Model has been
developed in response to very real concerns about the
propriety of present procedures. The essential expressed
concerns are that the present procedures provide neither
'adequate support of academic po ams nor an equitable
apportionment of the available ,funds. In a more ,funda-

' mental sense, the concern is about the adequacy of the
educational experience provided for students at institu-

. tions of the department of higher education. The RA/AM
will not, of itself, change that educational experience. The
model may, however, have profound indirect effects.

CORA/A will have a continued responsibility to review
those effects. CORA/A Will necessarily review the budgets
proposed as a result of applying the model to assess its
impact on institutions and the functions and activities
within institutions. This responsibility will require keen
sensitivity to academic reality and the relationthips of
budgets to the educational objectives of the institutions.
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